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Total

Cumulative
Total

Cumulative
Total

Consented

Randomised*

Royal Adelaide Hospital

1

78

72

Peninsula Health

6

63

44

Monash Health

0

21

18

Alfred Health

0

18

15

Royal Prince Alfred

2

8

6

Eastern Health

0

6

6

Austin Health

0

6

6

Sunshine Coast

0

6

5

St Vincent’s Sydney

0

0

0

Total

9

206

172

36

-

890

Target (Month - Overall)

*excludes participants with pending 7-14 day calls, those who are withdrawn and ineligible

March Updates:
•

We were delighted to reach an important milestone last month, with Erin Li
from Royal Prince Alfred recruiting the 200th ReCAPS participant. Thank you
to each and everyone of you for your support and dedication to help us
get to this point. We look forward to reaching the next 200 even quicker
now that you have helped us to streamline the processes for improved
efficiency.

•

An article describing the ReCAPS protocol has been submitted to the
International Journal of Stroke and is currently under peer review.

•

Royal Prince Alfred are really in full swing at the moment and Dawn had a
productive training session with a new member of the ReCAPS team for RPA
called Lucy Nolan. Please join us in welcoming Lucy to the collaborative.

•

ReCAPS HQ will be losing Dawn from her full-time status as she has made a
decision to move closer to family in Europe this month. She will continue to
assist the team remotely, as needed. ReCAPS HQ want to say a big thank you
to Dawn for her dedication and skills in co-ordinating the trial. We wish her
every good fortune and happiness back in Europe

How can we help?

Project Manager:
Dr Jan Cameron

Trial Coordinator:
Dawn Harris
Phone: 03-8572 2655 or
03-8572 2649

Numbers have dropped significantly this past month. Please let us know how
we can help support you so that as many people as possible are provided with
the opportunity to participate in ReCAPS.
Did you know that if you are really stuck for time the ReCAPS HQ team can
complete the baseline assessments for you as long as you obtain
signed consent. Please contact Jan or Dawn to find out more.

Recruiter of the month
Marie Matanas Peninsula Health

